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Abstract— In recent years, Internet provides a unique op-
portunity to express and spread public sentiment, which
makes the web contents becoming the largest information
source of public sentiment. Since web public sentiment
reflects people’s attitude to society and politics, the public
opinion’s orientation is significant to decision-makers. In this
paper, we utilize VSM (vector space model) to present the
text orientation of web information and offer data-mining
approaches to analyze public opinion’s orientation, which
can assist decision-makers to steer social information and
guide the web public sentiment. To achieve the goal of text
orientation analysis, two ways are proposed. Firstly, a novel
text orientation analysis method is described to analyze
the orientation of original web postings and their replies.
Secondly, an improved single-pass clustering algorithm is
introduced to cluster the subject of web discussion and
discover the hot topics. We also construct a prototype system,
named WPSAS (web public sentiment analysis system), as
experimental platform to validate the presented methodol-
ogy. The experimental results show that our methods are
effective and efficient.

Index Terms— web public sentiment, orientation analysis,
opinion mining, clustering, VSM

I. INTRODUCTION

Public sentiment is the complex synthesis of people’s
emotions, willing, attitudes and views. When it expresses
the consistent view of the majority of people, it becomes
public opinion [1]. Public opinion may be partial or
impartial, also may be of fairness or prejudice. Once
public sentiment becomes public opinion, it will do
powerful impact to society. Web public sentiment is the
public sentiment’s extension on network/Internet. The
goal of web public sentiment analysis is to discover the
orientation of opinion before it evolves to negative public
opinion or public emergency, which greatly influence real-
world society. With the development of Internet, web
public sentiment analysis becomes one of the hot topics
in the fields of social computing, data mining and public
administration.

Web public sentiment activity can be divided as Internet
news and Netizen’s discussion. Since most of Internet

news is the extension of tradition medium, which is
strictly checked by administrators, it cannot completely
reflect the public opinion, which is not appropriate to take
it as the collecting source of web public sentiment. On
the contrary, Netizen’s discussion is freely published and
spread on network/Internet in real-time, which embodies
the public opinion properly. As the most popular dis-
cussion platform, Bulletin Board System (BBS) becomes
one of the most important approaches for Netizen to
express their sentiment on Internet/network. Comparing
with other sources, such as blog, instant messenger,
etc., BBS has obvious advantages on public sentiment
expressing. Considering the increased focus on such type
of web contents, in this study, we take BBS as the data
source to analyze web public sentiment.

The development on web public sentiment analysis
attracts researchers’ attention. Some international con-
ferences have been held to display the newest research,
for example, Text Retrieval Conference (TREC), Special
Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR), Topic
Detection and Tracking (TDT). The most well-known
study on web public sentiment analysis system is TDT
project [2], whose original intention is to design algo-
rithms to detect and summarize useful information from
web data flow. It has five basic study missions: story
segmentation, topic tracking, topic detection, first-story
detection and link detection. In China, many achievements
about Chinese Natural Language Processing (CNLP) can
be obtained as an open platform to assist public sentiment
analysis system’s design and development [3].

Text orientation analysis is one of the most popular
approaches to realize web public sentiment analysis [4],
[5], [6], which can be divided into three kinds: semantic-
based text orientation analysis, machine learning-based
text orientation analysis, and emotional word statistic
value-based orientation analysis.

There are two methods to analyze semantic-based text
orientation. One method is to build a semantic orientation
pattern library, match semantic pattern referencing to
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the library, and accumulate all orientation value of the
matched pattern to get the whole text’s orientation value.
Yi and his partners proposed a sentiment analyzer SA
(Sentiment Analyzer) [4]. SA uses the grammar parser
to parse sentence grammar, uses the emotional vocab-
ulary and emotional semantic pattern library to mine
semantic relationship of the sentence, and extract views
and opinions on the event from the event reviews. The
other method is simplified from the above one, which
takes words from text reflecting the subjective feelings,
then determines the emotional words’ orientation and
gives an orientation value, and finally puts the cumulative
value of all words’ orientation to be the text’s orientation
value. Turney et al use Pointwise Mutual Information
and Information Retrieval (PMI IR) method to estimate
the similarity between the word and the basic words of
different emotion position (such as good and bad) [5].
Yanlan Zhu et al make use of semantic similarity and
semantic field calculation function provided by HowNet
to calculate the relevance between the assessed words and
the pre-selected based-words, which gives result of words’
orientation value [7].

Machine learning-based text orientation analysis con-
siders the semantic orientation of texts as two types,
which build classifier to help classifying text by artificially
marked training samples. Pang et al uses Naive Bayes,
maximal entropy, SVM methods o verify the effect of
the semantic orientation of the text [8], [9]. The aim
in their work is to examine whether it suffices to treat
sentiment classification simply as a special case of topic-
based categorization (with the two “topics” being positive
sentiment and negative sentiment), or whether special
sentiment-categorization methods need to be developed.
And their experimental results show that SVM has the
highest classification accuracy. But machine learning-
based text orientation analysis method does not perform
as well on sentiment classification as on traditional topic-
based categorization since sentiment should be expressed
in a subtle manner instead of in an identifiable manner
by keywords.

Emotional word statistic value-based orientation anal-
ysis treats text as a collection of words in isolation to
decrease the computational complexity, which does not
take relationship between these terms into account [10],
[11]. For example, there is a document liking “a shameless
female university student made the posting, a very good
gentleman’s reply”. Literally, the original poster’s attitude
is to support the gentleman and oppose the female student.
From replying postings, we can see that a considerable
number of people praise the gentleman and other people
abuse the female student. Their views are the same as the
original posting. However, emotional word statistic value-
based orientation analysis classifies the replying postings
into supporting the gentleman in favor of the original
posting and abusing the female student against the original
posting, because this method cannot distinguish the target
of the emotional words.

These three methods have their own advantages and

disadvantages, of which the semantical pattern matching-
based method and machine learning-based approach have
better accuracy, recall rate and less generality than emo-
tional word statistic value-based method. Comparing with
emotional word statistic value-based method, semantical
patterns matching-based method requires semantical pat-
terns’ extraction in advance bring great workload and ma-
chine learning-based approach needs to artificially mark
training samples for every topic in addition.

However, traditional forms of text orientation anal-
ysis mentioned above may not be effective for web
contents in BBS forums. Firstly, only a few sentences
contained topical information, it is difficult to excavate
public opinion from numerous web contents according
to topical analysis. Secondly, web contents of BBS are
in natural language format. In addition to containing
Netizen’s discussion, web contents of BBS also imply
a certainly behavioral orientation of Internet users and
include Netizen’s feelings and emotions. Thus, public
sentiment analysis requires more understanding than the
usual text orientation analysis technology. Being so, it is a
challenge to do effective analysis on the BBS forums and
provide more credible results for the decision of Internet
management department.

To achieve this goal of perfect sentiment analysis and
gain a better result on identifying and analyzing opinions
and emotion, in this paper we propose the application of
text orientation analysis techniques combing data mining
technology to handle BBS postings. Our work emphasizes
on the following approach: Firstly, VSM (vector space
model) is utilized to present the text orientation of web
information. The orientation of the text can be expressed
by a vector, rather than support, opposition or neutrality.
Items in vector are noun extracted from text keywords and
item’s weight is the keyword’s semantic orientation value
in text, which is cumulatively related to the emotional
words orientation value. Then, a novel text orientation
analysis method is described to analyze the orientation
of original web postings and their replies. Thirdly, an
improved single-pass cluster algorithm is introduced to
cluster the subject of web discussion and discover the hot
topics. We also construct a web public sentiment analysis
system as experimental platform to validate the presented
methodology.

The main contributions of this study are as follows:
Firstly, an improved weighted VSM-based model is pre-
sented for the web public opinion activities, and it can
describe both the state and the characteristic of the web
public opinion more effectively. Based on the information,
the statistics can easily obtain the number of replying
postings with the main views expressing the fully sup-
port, partially support, partially opposite, fully opposite
and neutral. Secondly, a novel text orientation analysis
algorithm for BBS forums is proposed, which can achieve
better performance by combining semantic mining and
emotional analysis. It takes the relationship of network
activities in account when executing mining. Thirdly,
an improve single-pass clustering algorithm is proposed
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TABLE I.
NOTATIONS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

Notation Description
T Topic
|T | Number of original posting which con-

tained in the topic T
D n-dimensional weighted vector space
S, P Variable of temp set
d Domain
w Weight
Q Web posting
sim Cosine-correlational similarity
tf Term frequency
M Number of collected topic
m Number of topics which contain d
e Parameter of emotional strength
i, j, n Numerical variable

based multi-comparing, it can be applied for clustering hot
topics from uneven distribution of categories and avoiding
the dependency on the postings order in BBS forums.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the data mining framework of web public
sentiment analysis including basic concepts, the improved
Vector Space Model and the processing flow; Section 3
describes a novel text orientation analysis method based
on emotional strength to mine web public sentiment;
Section 4 presents an improved single-pass clustering
algorithm to cluster the subject of web discussion and
discover the hot topics; In section 5, we develop a pro-
totype system-WPSAS (Web Public Sentiment Analysis
System) as experimental platform and show the experi-
mental results; Section 6 surveys the related work and
section 7 details the conclusion.

II. FRAMEWORK OF WEB PUBLIC SENTIMENTAL
ANALYSIS BASED ON DATA MINING

To describe the framework and make our study more
clearly, in this section, we first introduce some basic
concepts and give all notations used in this paper as shown
in Table I.

Definition 1: Document is a separated message unit that
appeared on the Web pages, BBS, Blog, etc.

Definition 2: Text is the literal information in a docu-
ment.

Definition 3: Topic, which includes document, is the
discussion focus for groups of person.

Definition 4: Web posting is a document which is found
on the web, but is not part of an online journal or book.
The first web posting about a certain topic in BBS forums
is original posting, other web postings focus on the same
topic replied by Netizen are replying postings.

Definition 5: Web public opinion is a set of topics on
the Internet which share a similar essential focus.

Definition 6: Orientation of the web public opinion
describes how web posting is used to adopt or express
an attitude of some kind towards some topics, such as
positive or negative.

A. A Brief of VSM

VSM is firstly brought forward by Sahon G. in 1975,
and applied to the text index and text representation
recently. The vector approach allows for a mathematical
and a physical representation using a vector space model.
Each processing token (word) can be considered another
dimension in an item representation space [12], [13].
There are two approaches to the domain of values in the
vector: binary and weighted. Under the binary approach,
the domain contains the value of one or zero, with one
representing the existence of the processing token in the
item. In the weighted approach, the domain is typically
the set of all real positive numbers. The value for each
processing token (term) represents the relative importance
of that processing token in representing the semantics
of the item. In this paper, we choose weighted-VSM to
describe the web posting contents.

There are numerous reasons for our preference for
weighted-VSM, and we shall here explore only a few
of most important ones. One chief reason is that this
model is extremely convenient to calculate similarity
between two texts, which is very important to web public
sentiment analysis. The method used to calculate simi-
larity between document vectors includes inner product,
cosine similarity, correlation distance, spearman distance,
Euclidean distance and City Block distance [14], [15],
[16], [17]. In this paper, we use the common cosine-
correlation similarity to calculate the similarity between
original posting and topic corresponding to the weighted-
VSM.

Based on weighted-VSM, the content of a web posting
is composed by a set of topic-specific feature terms and
the association between topic, features and sentiment.
However, the feature term exaction should satisfy some
relationships, such as part-of relationship, attribute-of
relationship etc. Let D be n-dimensional weighted vector
space represented as D=<(d1, wl); (d2, w2); ..; (dn,
wn)>, terms are axes of the space, documents are points
or vectors in this space. w is a weighted value fixed and
represented a particular domain d, w=0 if a term is absent
from vector space. Thus, web posting can be structured as
¡<topic| feature, . . . , feature>, where features are limited
within the scope of D. Consequently, for a given topic,
the web posting is an example of D.

Suppose the original posting is Q=¡<wq1, wq2, . . . ,
wqn > the reply posting is Dj=¡<wj1, wj2, . . . , wjn >,
where Dj is the vector for a given topic Tj , Q is the
vector of original posting needing to be compared, wji is
the weight of vector item i of topic Tj , wqi is the weight
of vector item i of original posting. If term weights are
normalized, the Cosine-correlation similarity between Q
and Dj is described as [18], [19]:

sim(Q,Dj) =
n∑

i=1

wqi ∗ wji . (1)

Otherwise, similarity is defined liking [13], [18], [19]:
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sim(Q,Dj) =

n∑
i=1

wqi∗wji√
n∑

i=1

(wqi)2×
n∑

i=1

(wji)2

. (2)

When using weighted-VSM to describe the sentiment
topics, the first step is to extract keywords and emotional
words to generate axes of vector space, the second step is
to calculate weight of every domain. In traditional docu-
ment mining, VSM is combined with term frequency (TF)
as weight to compute similarity [12]. Assume that tf qi is
the term frequency of term di in original posting Q, term
weight of di in D is determined by wqi=tf qi×log(M /mi),
where M is the number of collective topics, miis the
number of topics which contain di. The wqi assigns high
weights to terms that appear frequently in a small number
of documents in the document set. However, to analyze
web public sentiment, TF is too simple to calculate the
weight of Internet opinion. Firstly, TF only denotes how
often a term occurs in the document and never takes
the document collecting process into account; Secondly,
the appearance of a term cannot wholly represent the
importance of the keywords in the document

So, we improve the TF computation by taking into
account the Netizen’s emotion in web postings. Thus, the
weight of a term is determined by three factors: how often
the term di occurs in the topic Tj (the term frequency tf ji)
how often it occurs in the whole document collection and
how strong it presents the emotion. Precisely, the weight
of a term di of topic Tj for a given topic set T is:

wji =
∑
T

(tfji × log M
mi

)/|T | × eji , (3)

where eji ∈(0, 1) is the parameter describing emotional
strength, |T | is the number of original posting which
contained in the topic T . Comparing with [13] and [19],
the most significant advantage of Eq.(3)is that it describes
the textual information as natural language, and the impor-
tant terms are automatically calculated from documents
specifying Netizen’s emotional expressions. Comparing
with [18], Eq.(3)enriches the Cosine-correlation similarity
as a metric due to that it satisfies the discrete and
uncertainty of textual information.

B. Flow of Web Public Sentiment Analysis

Based on weighted-VSM, to analyze orientation of
web public sentiment, two data mining technologies are
introduced: text orientation mining and clustering. In
this paper, text orientation mining is used to design
a novel text orientation analysis method based on a
matching container to analyze the orientation of original
web postings and their replies. The matching container,
like a sandbox, encapsulates the web data, data mining
algorithms and assistant programs for providing a tightly-
controlled set of resources for analysis programs to run
in. A matching container only associates with one given
topic. Using matching container, a topic is encapsulated,
which simplifies the recognition and statistic process.
Clustering is used to get hot topics from numerous web

Initialization stage

Begin 

Load dictionary

Connect 

topic-database

Get number of 

original posts

  Load all original posts

for first travel

Analyze the current original post 

and put the word information into 

corresponding  container

Replace all network popular 

words in container
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End

  Load all original posts
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words in  container

Statistic words information in 
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                                                                Analysis stage
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Encapsulation stage

                                                       Encapsulation stage

                                                                Analysis stage

Figure 1. Flow of Web Public Sentiment Analysis

postings. Figure 1 shows the workflow of web public
sentiment analysis based on data mining approaches.

The whole flow can be classified as the following
stages:

Initialization stage: Load the necessary dictionary for
analysis process, such as emotional words dictionary,
negative words dictionary, stop words dictionary, network
popular words dictionary, et al. These preparing dictio-
naries are to limit the analysis process and improve the
accuracy. For example, some words emerging in many
topic texts are not sensitive to distinguish topics, but
their weights are relatively large. These words are easily
extracted as vector items and clustered into a big category.
The stop words dictionary is used to prevent these words
from being described as vector items. Usually, if the topic
words’ TF is greater than 20% of the total num of original
postings, they are added in the stop vocabulary to forbid
them to be described as the vector items.

Computation stage: Connect the database, which stores
the web postings and their statistical data, and travel all
original postings to get words’ term frequency. These data
are used to calculate initial weight of original postings. In
this step, there are two kinds of words needed to be paid
attention. One is those words whose TFs are greater than a
specified value. They are added into stop vocabulary used
to filter keywords from texts. The other is those words
which appear most frequently in topic texts. They are
against to the topic distinguish and need not to be treated
as keywords, since these words may be modal words
or idioms. These words are garbage to extract valuable
features in the process of constructing VSM model.

Encapsulation stage: Construct container according to
the specified topics, which includes all necessary data and
module for data mining on these topics, such as keyword
dictionary, analysis module, et al. In the container, it is
easy to travel all original postings secondly and execute
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Figure 2. Process of Text Orientation Mining

orientation analysis on current original postings and their
replying postings.

Analysis stage: Execute text orientation mining and
clustering to discover orientation of web public sentiment.
In this stage, the data mining engineer may exchange
information with other three stages. For example, send
the original posting into topic clustering module to get
hot topics. In this step, some original postings with
middle threshold are re-clustered, which are missed to
be clustered since their maximum similar thresholds are
not up to the classified value and greater than the value
of establishing new topics.

III. TEXT ORIENTATIONAL MINING BASED ON VSM
Text orientation mining is utilized to get public opinion

of original posting and its replying postings. Comparing
traditional text orientation mining methods, our approach
is outstanding in two ways.

Firstly, traditional statistic-based mining method [19]
treats text as a collection of isolated words, which does
not take the involved event into account. In this paper,
we combine semantic mining and emotional analysis to
discover web public opinion. We use weighted-VSM to
represent the text’s orientation, such as neutral, support,
against, et al. Items in vector come from web keywords
which is extracted according to their TF, and the weight
is calculated according to formula (3) which takes the text
emotion into account. In this study, those words whose TF
are within a user-defined bound are decided as keywords.

Secondly, in traditionally semantic pattern, <body>
<behavior> <receptor> is the basic pattern [7]. For web
public sentiment, the authors of different positions have
various orientation, they often use emotional words for
¡body¿ or ¡receptor¿ to express their opinions instead of
real actions. So, we use emotional words of <body> or
<receptor> to distinguish semantic orientation without
concrete action in <behavior>.

Suppose D=<d1, wl; d2, w2; ..; dn, wn> indicates
the text orientation vector, where di is the selected term
considered as keyword, wi is the emotional weight of text

term summarized from bias terms, n is the vector length
describing the feature numbers. Figure 2 is the process of
text orientation mining for web public sentiment analysis.
Our methodology of text orientation mining is to build up
weighted-VSM and compute emotional orientation value
for web postings.

A. Orientation Vector Generation

The vector generation process can be stepped as feature
extraction and weight computation.

To improve efficiency, we consider feature extraction
from two aspects. On one hand, title nouns of postings
are added into the vector items in priority, since the title
usually contains the text’s general idea and the original
posting’s attitude, that these nouns are likely to represent
the focus of discussions. On the other hand, highly
frequent terms in text are also treated as the vector items
to prevent lacking information in headings. We utilize a
sorting method to extract features from numerous words.
For specified original postings Q and its replying postings,
count the item appearance probability and select those
items with top greatest probability as a preference for
vector terms.

When domain dis ascertained, for original posting,
the initial emotion is classified into three types: neutral,
support and against. In order to facilitate the calculation,
neutral is represented as 0, support is described as 1 and
against is expressed as -1. Thus, original posting can be
described as Q={di, wi| wi∈{1, 0, -1} and 1≤i≤n}.

Generally speaking, to get the emotional weight of the
items in orientation vector, the steps are following: Firstly,
intercept sentences from web postings orderly, and sum
up orientation value of all emotional words in sentence. In
this step, we can get the orientation values of sentences.
Then, intercept separate segments from sentences treating
comma as segmental note, and cumulate orientation value
of all emotional words in segments. In this step, we
can get the orientation values of segments. Finally, after
completing orientation analysis of a sentence, add its
orientation value to the whole text’s orientation value.

After establishing orientation vector, the attitude of
replying postings to original posting can be easily ob-
tained by matching the item weights of vector. Instead of
neutral, support and against, the attitude is extended to
the following five types according to the matching result:

Fully support: Orientation vector of replying postings
is fully consistent to orientation vector of original posting;

Partially support: Orientation vector of replying post-
ings is partially consistent to orientation vector of original
posting, and there is no contrary weight on the same item,
such as -1 to 1;

Partially object: there is contrary weight on the same
item between orientation vector of replying postings and
orientation vector of original posting;

Fully object: Every item weight of orientation vector
of replying postings is opposite to orientation vector of
original posting;
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Neutral: All item weight of orientation vector of reply-
ing postings is 0.

B. Orientation Mining Algorithm

Based on text orientation vector, we propose a novel
algorithm to analyze public opinion and emotion in this
paper. The following is the implemental description of our
algorithm.

Step 1: Generate orientation vector of web posting, we
implement it by function GetVSM (D).

Input: Original posting and its replying postings text
ranged by textual words sequence.

Output: Orientation vector of web posting.
num= the total number of words in postings;
fen= 0; // weight of sentence orientation
all fen=0; // weight of text orientation
i = 0; S = ∅
; // initialization
while ( i ≤ num)
{
word = ith word of current posting;
S = S ∪ word;
if (word ∈{“?”, “!”, “”} or (i= num))
{ fen = SentenceAnalysis(S); // go to step 2
all fen = all fen + fen;
GetComma (S, fen); // go to step 3
} }
Step 2: Generate sentence orientation vector, we im-

plement it by function SentenceAnalysis(S).
Input: Set of words in sentences or segments.
Output: Orientation value of sentence or segments.
num= the total number of words in S;
fen=0 ; i = 0;
while ( i ≤ num)
{ word = ith word of current posting;
if (word ∈ emotional words dictionary )
fen= CheckNegativePrefix(S, word)×orientation value

of word in the emotional words dictionary which is
labeled by 0, 1 or -1; // go to step 5
return(fen);
}
Step 3: Compute orientation value of segment identi-

fied by comma, we implement it by function GetComma
(S, w).

Input: Set of words in sentence S and the sentence
orientation value w.

Output: Orientation value of segemt.
num= the total number of words in set S;
fen=0 ; i = 0; P = ∅
; // initialization
while ( i ≤ num)
{ word = ith word of current posting;
P = P ∪ word;
if ((word= “,”) or (i=num))
{ fen = SentenceAnalysis(P );
if (fen=0) fen = w; }
}
SetNounWordWeight(P , fen);

}
Step 4: Compute weight of noun, we implement it by

function SetNounWordWeight(P , fen).
Input: Set of the words in segments P and the orien-

tation value of segment.
Output: Weight of noun
if (the item exists in P )

sum up fen to the weight of item;
Step 5: Check negative prefix of word, we implement

it by function CheckNegativePrefix(S, i).
Input: Set of the words in sentence or segment S and

the word’s location i.
Output: if it has negative prefix return -1, else return

1.
j = 0;
while (j ≤ i)
{ word = the jth word;
if ( j ∈ negtive words dictionary) return -1;
else return 1;
}
Step 6: Match orientation vector of original posting and

its replying postings to get public attitude on a specified
topic.

IV. HOT TOPIC CLUSTERING

Clustering in web public sentiment analysis is to dis-
cover hot topics from numerous postings in web fo-
rums. Although approaches to cluster unspecified topics
are related, the most important method is single-pass
clustering [20], a heuristic cluster method, in that it is
under the constraint of limited main memory meeting
the requirement of fast calculation and small storage
space for hot topic clustering. According to a definite
order, single-pass clustering method uses the first text
as the basis to cluster, the rest texts are sequentially
compared with their similarities. If the similarity reaches
the specified threshold, the texts are clustered into a
group, and their features are recalculated as the basis for
matching with other texts; Or else, textual information
is directly extracted as basis of a new kind of topic.
All texts are clustered abiding by this rule sequentially.
The computation complexity of single-pass clustering is
O (nk), where k is the number of the class. However, for
web public sentiment analysis, there are two shortcomings
on single-pass clustering. First, this method is greatly
dependent on the order, that clustering on the same object
by different order will get different result. The other is
that it is easy to be tendentious to some big category
where clustering, because of the uneven distribution of
categories.

To avoid these disadvantages, we improve single-pass
clustering algorithm and propose a new clustering algo-
rithm based multi-comparing. The clustering steps are as
follows:

Step 1: Extract keywords from the original postings
and get the word-document frequent information. Then,
construct original posting vector and calculate vector
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weight according to formula (3). Finally, return those
words that have higher weights.

Step 2: Load and travel existed topic database, if it
is empty, establish new topic only containing the current
original posting and construct the VSM for topic. If it is
not empty, travel topics and continue to next step.

Step 3: For every current topic i, compute its simi-
larity to original posting according to formula (1) or (2).
According to the calculation result, it is easy to get the
most similar topic to the original posting with maximal
similarity probability.

Step 4: This stage is a multi-clustering step. Firstly,
compare similarity probability of topic i with a specified
limit. If the similarity is less than the lower limit, build a
new topic based on original posting and give its VSM
description; if the similarity is greater than the higher
limit, group original posting into this topic and update
the topic vector. Otherwise, estimate whether or not it is
the first time to cluster, if it is not, compare similarity
probability of topic i with a specified value and do the
same work with above cluster. In other words, if the
similarity is less than the value, build a new topic based
on original posting and give its VSM description; if
the similarity is greater than the threshold value, group
original posting into this topic and update the topic vector.
When all topics are travel, go to next step, otherwise, go
to step 3.

Step 5: Group topic into a class, set the topic identify
and refresh the topic vector.

An example is shown in Figure 3, whose first limit
extent is set as [0.4, .07], the second threshold value is
equal to 0.55.

Comparing with single-pass cluster method, our ap-
proach improves accuracy by secondary clustering. Since
single-pass clustering is obviously dependent on the data
order, some original postings with middle threshold are
re-clustered in second time instead of being clustered in
first time. In theory, the time of clustering is infinite, but
the more times, the lower efficiency of computation. Thus,
in this paper, we only cluster topics in two times, that the
original postings not reaching corresponding threshold is
compulsively clustered in second time.

V. DESIGN OF WPSAS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. System Arichitecture

The architecture of WPSAS is shown in figure 4. Gen-
erally speaking, the component of WPSAS is mainly in-
cluding public sentiment collection, web data preprocess,
emotional orientation analysis, hot topic clustering and
public opinion representation, et al. WPSAS is composed
by server-side and client-side, where data collection and
data analysis are in server and public opinion representa-
tion is in client.

Web public sentiment collection: The primary function
of this module is to use the web crawler to download
web pages from BBS. Most of them are html file. In
WPSAS, we use powerful Heritrix Crawler [21], which
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Figure 4. System Architecture of WPSAS

is an Internet Archive’s open-source, extensible, web-
scale, archival-quality web crawler, to get original data.
For a specified task, some condition is set to limit the
search scope. This module stores downloaded HTML file
in local disc on server to prepare for preprocessing on
web postings.

Web data pre-process: This module is to analyze down-
load HTML file, extract useful information such as infor-
mation of the original posting and replying postings, and
save this data into database. This module uses nekohtml
and xerces to change HTML file to a DOM tree. So,
we can use Node, Document, Element, Text and other
interface provided by package org.w3c.dom to extract
title, author, text, date, URL and other information and
save them into database. The information of texts and
segments is also saved into database and prepared for
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public sentiment analysis module, which is developed by
system ICTCLAS [22].

Web public sentiment analysis engineer: This module
includes two functions: text orientation analysis and hot
topic clustering. The function of this module is to analyze
web postings as follows: Firstly, emotional orientation
analysis is used to analyze the original posting’s ori-
entation and its replying postings’ orientation; Then,
cluster the original postings and classify them into the
corresponding topic, which describes the same matter or
activity; Finally, deposit the analysis results into database
prepared for query and analysis of public sentiment ser-
vice module.

Web public sentiment query service: The main function
of this module is to obtain relative information through
query in the database according to different network
events.

Public opinion representation: This module is an in-
teractive interface for different types of users, which
describes the results of analysis engineer feeding back
to user in graphs or tables.

Emergency alarm: This module is to forecast and give
alarms of the emergency, which should threat real-world’s
public security.

B. Data flow of WPSAS

From functional view, data in WPSAS can be classified
into three layers shown in Figure 5. In sentiment storage
layer, raw web pages are obtained, cleansed and extracted
into database; In sentiment analysis layer, the original
data is analyzed by data mining approaches including
emotional orientation mining, topic clustering and hot
topic discovering; In sentiment service, application-faced
data is represented to users according to their requests.
Figure 6 is data flow of WPSAS. Web public sentiment
collection collects web source pages from designated web
forum and transforms them into HTML files, then web
data pre-process filters needless pages and extracts the
unstructured data into text orientation vector, thirdly web
public sentiment analysis engineer excavates interested
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Figure 6. Data Flow of WPSAS

orientation and clustering information from text orienta-
tion vector space, public sentiment query service obtain
these useful information and respond users’ request, fi-
nally public sentiment query service gives different types
of query result to users.

C. Chinese word segmentation

A primary hypothesis of WPSAS is that Chinese words
in web pages of web forum can be easily segmented and
extracted into VSM. Therefore, WPSAS can get struc-
tured and statistical information as data sources for anal-
ysis engineer. WPSAS adopts famous ICTCLAS (Insti-
tute of Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis
System) to achieve goal of Chinese word segmentation,
which is developed by Institute of Computing Technology
of Chinese Academy of Sciences and its jar package can
be download from their web site.

The main features of ICTCLAS include Chinese word
segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recog-
nition, new words identification and user dictionary. The
latest version of ICTCLAS is ICTCLAS3.0 and ICTCLAS
1.0 is open source and freely downloaded. Using ICT-
CLAS, the speed of Chinese word segmentation is up to
996KB/s, accuracy of segmentation is up to 98.45%, API
library dose not exceed 200KB, all kinds of dictionary is
less than 3M after compression [22]. ICTCLA is the best
Chinese lexical analyzer and this is why we choose it in
WPSAS.

Another focus of Chinese word segmentation is named
entity, which refers to text with a specific entity includ-
ing human being’s name, place names, institutions, and
special nouns, et al. Under normal circumstances, named
entity plays essential role on different event distinction,
such as swine flu, Wen chuan earthquake, Tibet terrorism,
Sinkiang violence et al. General speaking, task of named
entity recognition is to identify text to be processed
in three categories (entity class, time class and number
class), and in seven categories (name, affiliation, address,
time, date, currency and percentage). In this paper, named
entity recognition is also implemented by ICTCLAS,
which is used to extract words from web texts in order
to construct VSM to describe the characteristics of web
pages.
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TABLE II.
WEB FORUM COLLECTION STATISTICS

Forum Authors Topics Replies Time
Tencent 173 1874 15,457 2009/5
Tianya 77 284 30866 2009/5

Figure 7. Comparison on Accuracy of Topic Distance

D. Experimental Results

To validate our methods, we implement WPSAS
on DAWNING3000A and 2 personal computers (Intel
CoreTM2 Duo CPU T8100 with 2.10GHz, and 2GB
memory). The programming environment is JAVA and
MySQL, and the tools of system development includ-
ing Eclipse3.1 (jdk1.6) and Tomcat 6.0.10. Operating
system of client is Windows XP. DAWNING3000A is
used as web public sentiment analysis engineer and
PCs are used as clients to submit request and represent
excavated results. In this paper, two Web forums are
selected for our public sentiment analysis, Tencent fo-
rum (http://bbs.news.qq.com/b-1000083746) and Tianya
forum (http://www.tianya.cn). A summary of the collec-
tion statistics is presented in Table II.

We firstly compare the accuracy of topic distance using
the weight in Eq.(3) with statistical weight [23], optimum
weight [18] and parametric weight [19] to validate the
performance of proposed method. In this experiment, the
distance is small when the two vectors are from the same
topic and larger when they are each from a different topic.
We split web postings of Tencent forum and Tianya into
separate training and test sets. 70% of the documents are
added to training set and the remaining are in testing
set. Figure 7 shows the comparison results on accuracy
of topic distance for Tencent forum and Tianya forum.
The experimental results show that our method is more
efficient than statistical weight and parametric weight to
analyze topic distance on public opinion. The accuracy of
emotional weight method is much higher in that it takes
Netizen’s emotional strength into account, which is much
helpful to distinguish two different topics. However, the
overall accuracy of WPSAS is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Comparison on Accuracy

Considering affect analysis in WPSAS, we compare the
accuracy on our method and emotional words statistic-
based analysis method [11] to validate the performance
of distinguishing the target of the emotional words. Here,
we use accuracy, recall rate as evaluation metrics. The
accuracy denotes the ratio of the correctly analyzed
number and analyzed number for web postings, which
is the precision rate. The recall rate denotes the ratio of
the number of relatively analyzed web postings and total
number of web postings, which is the fully analyzing
rate. As described above, we use 1 presenting positive
view, -1 presenting negative view, 0 presenting neutral
view in this experiment. Experimental comparison on
accuracy between emotional words statistic-based anal-
ysis and VSM-based orientation analysis method, in-
cluding recall rate of supporting postings (described as
Sup recall), accuracy of supporting postings (described as
Sup accuracy), recall rate of negative postings (described
as Neg recall), accuracy of negative postings (described
as Neg accuracy) and overall accuracy, is shown in figure
8. The experimental results show that efficiency of our
method is better than emotional words statistic-based
analysis method by improving accuracy, about 3% higher,
on different types of postings.

Considering topic clustering in WPSAS, we compare
the semantic similarity on our method and machine
learning-based analysis method, as an example to Bayes
probability-based clustering [20], to validate the perfor-
mance on clustering the topics. In this experiment, we
use ful support presenting fully support, part support
presenting partially support, ful object presenting fully
object, and part object present partially object. Figure 9
shows the comparison results on error rate of clustering
similarity on Tencent forum and Tianya forum. The exper-
imental results show that our method is more efficient than
Bayes-based method to analyze public opinion according
to two aspects. Firstly, error rate of VSM-based method is
much more stable than Bayes-based method on different
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Figure 9. Comparison of Error Rate on Clustering

Figure 10. Time Cost for Vector Construction and Computing the Web
Posting Similarity

text orientation. Secondly, the average error rate of VSM-
based method is lower than Bayes-based method, about
2.5%.

Figure 10 shows time cost of manipulating the emo-
tional vector to compute the web postings similarities,
which exhibits the time costs of building the emotional
vector from 1 topic to 1024 topics in Tencent forum, the
time costs of computing the text similarities based on
the emotional vector and time cost of computing simple
text vector are also illustrated in Figure 10 as well. The
experimental results show that the time cost of building
an emotional vector is close to construct a simple text
vector. Actually, the time cost on similarity computation
is also very close to emotional vector construction, in that
the hot topic clustering algorithm presented in this paper
is a linear time complexity.

VI. RELATED WORK

Within the abundant literature that exists in the context
of public sentiment analysis and public opinion mining,

several lines of related work have been addressed.
Sentiment classification attracts increasing attentions

from researchers in recent years. Peter D. Turney proposes
a simple unsupervised learning algorithm for classify-
ing reviews as recommended (thumbs up) or not rec-
ommended (thumbs down) [5]. Dong Li etc. presents
the problem of extracting contextual opposite sentiments
in classified free format text reviews. They adapt the
sequence data model to text mining with Part-of-Speech
tags, and propose a belief-driven approach for extracting
contextual opposite sentiments as unexpected sequences
with respect to the opinion polarity of reviews [6]. Bo
Pang et al take classification of a document or a sentence
as expressing a negative or positive sentiment [8]. These
works aim at mining useful information, for example
topic/sentiment models, sentiment dynamics etc., from
web text and aim at improving the classification accuracy.
However, these works do not take the correlation between
web postings and Netizen’s emotion into account, which
greatly affects the orientation accuracy.

Some researchers have been aware of this limitation
and use another method, opinion clustering, to discover
network public opinion. For sentiment clustering, Bo Pang
et al use rating scales to exploit class relationships for
sentiment categorization [9]; Huaizhong Kou etc. propose
a new mathematical model to estimate the association be-
tween terms and define a ε-similarity model of documents,
which greatly improves the effectiveness of clustering
[14]. For document clustering, an efficient phrase-based
document similarity for clustering is proposed in [15];
some other similarity-based clustering is also presented,
such as term semantic analysis in XML [16], Wikipedia-
based conceptual contexts [17], and discriminate analysis
[18] etc.. However, performance of these clustering meth-
ods depends on the training data of public topics.

Feature extraction technology is another line of re-
search in excavating public sentiment, which is made
up by two successive steps: features identification and
opinion detection [4], [6], [24]. Ahmed Abbasi etc. devel-
oped the entropy weighted genetic algorithm for efficient
feature selection in order to improve accuracy and identify
key features for each sentiment class, and they also apply
their methodologies to English and Arabic Web forum
postings [25]. Songbo Tan presents an empirical study of
sentiment categorization on Chinese documents, which is
based on four feature selection methods [26].

To the best of our knowledge, emotional orientation
mining on public sentiment analysis has not been ad-
dressed in existing work. However, there are some related
works on identifying emotions in text mining. Carlo
Strapparava etc. concern with the automatic analysis
of emotions in text, which is annotated for six basic
emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise
[11]. Xia Mao etc. give a rough set and SVM based
approach is adopted to categorize text into four emotional
classes, including happy, sad, anger and surprise [27].
Abbasi Ahmed etc. propose a support vector regres-
sion correlation ensemble method, named SVRCE, for
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enhanced classification of affect intensities, which also
compare several feature representations for affect analysis
including learned n-grams and various automatically and
manually crafted affect lexicons [28]. These methods are
concerned with the analysis of text containing emotions
and are helpful to our work.

VII. CONCLUSION

Network provides unique opportunities to express and
spread public sentiment, whose orientation greatly affects
the real-world society. In this study, we present data min-
ing approaches to discover network public opinion. The
contributions include the following aspects: First, a novel
text orientation analysis method is proposed to analyze
the orientation of original web postings and their replies;
Secondly, an improved single-pass clustering algorithm
is introduced to cluster the subject of web discussion
and discover hot topics; Thirdly, a web public sentiment
analysis system, named WPSAS, is designed and imple-
mented as running platform to analyze public opinion of
web forum and validate the presented methodology.

However, there is still some limitation in our ex-
perimental system. First, WPSAS does not take topic
tracking into account. With the growth of web postings,
the computation complexity of topic clustering algorithm
increases so rapidly that the performance is relatively
low. Furthermore, orientation analysis module does not
deal with semantic fragmentation in text automatically.
In future, we will focus on the following aspects: First,
perfect relevant knowledge which uses semantic pattern
matching-based methods to find emotional words and
changeable items. Secondly, design parallel clustering
algorithm to improve performance of topic clustering.
Finally, take other part of speech into account, such as
verbs et al, and add these terms into characteristic items
to describe text orientation.
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